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Chapter 1

General Introduction

The self-assemblies of molecules into helical aggregates are ubiquitous in nature
where they help, perform, and control all the important functions and processes of life.[1-5]
This is hardly surprising considering that biological polymers are constructed of
enantiomerically pure chiral units, the L-amino acids and

D-sugars,

leading proteins and

nucleic acids to take on chiral secondary structures such as helical conformations. The key
characteristic of chirality is enantiomeric specificity, which has an enormous impact on the
pharmaceutical and material industries. For example, awareness of the differential effects of
enantiomers on physiological processes (e.g. the tragedy of thalidomide) and, therefore, the
necessity for single-enantiomer drugs have driven the development of critical chiral sysnthesis
and purification of enantiometric drugs in industry.
Many researchers have used the process of a self-assembly as a model for the
development of novel materials for use in diverse applications such as sensor, memory,
lithography, and drug delivery.[6,7] In contrast to covalently bonded polymers and oligomers,
the self-assembly is prodeced by non-covalent interactions, such as hydrophobic interaction,
van der Waals and/or π-π stacking. It has been known that, under the right circumstances,
chiral molecules assemble into helical aggregates whose topology reflects the underlying
handedness of the individual constituents; that is, when the handedness of the molecules is
reversed, the helicity of the aggregate also changes. The consequences of this for
crystallization have been known since the time of Pasteur.[8,9] However, it is more recently
that the importance of molecular chirality has been recognized in the case of self-assembled
materials.
Optical rotary dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism (CD) are now widely
employed for characterizing and quantifying natural and synthetic chiral systems. Using a
conventional circular dichroism spectropolarimeter, CD spectra have been measured not only
for the isotropic samples, but also for various anisotropic samples such as solid, liquid crystal,
film, membrane, micelles and gel. However, the CD spectra of anisotropic samples were more
or less accompanied by artifacts due to the optical anisotropies of the samples, such as linear
birefringence (LB) and linear dichroism (LD). Therefore, it is necessary to give a lot of care
to such chiral artifacts in CD measurements, unless the samples are completely
random-orientation systems such as solutions.[10,11]
1

The idea of a Mueller matrix measurement is not new. In 1978, R. M. A. Azzam
and P. S. Hauge reported papers about Mueller matrix measurement.[12,13] Recently,
transmission Mueller matrix ellipsometry, sometimes also referred so as to Mueller
polarimetry, has been applied to the study of anisotropic samples with the intent of studying
their optical activity. Interesting systems to study with this methodology correspond to
samples containing oriented molecules[14] or to crystals[15-17]. In a similar way that, years ago,
generalized ellipsometry and Mueller matrix ellipsometry started being used to measure
anisotropic samples that could not be studied with standard ellipsometry, it seems reasonable
to think that the future of polarimetric measurements of optical activity in anisotropic samples
will rely on characteristics of the Mueller matrix. However, it is rare that Mueller matrix
measurement is used for chiral anisotropic sample.[14,18] Because the magnitude of CD and CB
effects is usually small. Moreover, in systems where linear birefringence and/or linear
dichroism are also present they usually hinder the effect of CB and CD as they are orders of
magnitude larger.
A liquid-liquid interface has been recognized not only as a boundary dividing two
immiscible solvents, but also as a unique two-dimensional reaction field like a
biomembrane.[19] The liquid/liquid interface offers functional potential for adsorbed
molecules by the chemical manipulation of them. At the liquid/liquid interface, the molecules
are highly mobile and rapidly achieve an equilibrium assembly. Studies on functional
self-assembly systems having an highly-ordered structure at the liquid-liquid interface may be
important not only to contribute to the understanding of a simple and/or essential mechanism
for signal reception and transduction mimicking biological interfaces but also to provide the
basis of a molecular device and/or a functional material capable of receiving and transferring
information. Recently, we investigated the chiral aggregates of porphyrins and phthalocyanine
formed at liquid/liquid interfaces. [20-22] However, the interfacial aggregation mechanism of
porphyrin compounds are poorly understood.
The aim of the present study is to introduce the true chiral measurements at the
liquid-liquid interface. Chapter 2 discussed the artifacts effects of circular dichroism signal at
the liquid-liquid interface measured by the commercial CD spectrometer. We measured the
correlations of CD and LD of liquid-liquid interfacial achiral ZnTPyP aggregates by the
centrifugal liquid membrane (CLM) method and the home-built microscopic device, because
LD is largest artifact parameter estimated from the calculation of Stokes vector and Mueller
matrix.[10,11] In Chapter 3, H4TPyP4+ and CuTPPS4- formed hetero-aggregates, which could
recognize the chirality of

D-

and

L-

phenylalanines (Phe) and other amino acids at the

liquid-liquid interface of the toluene-water system. The CD signal of the hetero-aggregates
2

was not artifact come from linear dichroism. Chapter 4 reported the Mueller matrix
measurements at the liquid-liquid interfacial aggregates. The Mueller matrix description
contains all the information about the polarization properties of a medium, and measurements
of the complete Mueller matrix can be used to investigate the optical activity of a medium.
This is the first report of Mueller matrix measurements at the liquid-liquid interface.
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Chapter 2

Linear Dichroism of Zn(II)-tetrapyridylporphine Aggregates
Formed at Toluene/Water Interface

Abstract
The apparent circular dichroism (CD) and the linear dichroism (LD) spectra of the
aggregates of achiral zinc(II)-5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-21H,23H-porphine (ZnTPyP),
formed at the toluene/water interface in a centrifugal liquid-membrane (CLM) cell, were
investigated. It was confirmed that the apparent CD spectrum of ZnTPyP aggregates
measured by CLM was the false signal come from the linear dichroism. The microscopic CD
and LD spectra of the single interfacial aggregate of ZnTPyP with about 100 μm length were
measured by a microscope-spectropolarimeter. It was suggested that the apparent CD
spectrum of the single ZnTPyP aggregate measured by microscopic device was the artifacts
come from a linear birefringence but not a linear dichroism. The interfacial ZnTPyP aggregate
showed two types of flat trapezoidal shapes, one had a seed-like core at an edge (type I) and
another a needle-like core at an edge (type II). Both of type I and type II structures showed two
transition dipole moments, parallel and perpendicular to the long-axis of the structure, but
suggesting a more developed J-aggregate in type II structure. AFM measurements showed that
the interfacial ZnTPyP aggregate had multilayer structure, in which the unit monolayer
thickness was 1.58 ± 0.23 nm.
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Introduction
Self-aggregation and self-organization are natural processes caused mainly by
noncovalent interactions, such as van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, hydrophilic/hydrophobic,
electrostatic, donor and acceptor interactions, and coordination bonds.[1] As a “bottom-up”
strategy, self-aggregation and self-organization are showing ever increasing importance in
chemistry, material science, life science, and nanotechnology. Now, from natural and artificial
self-assemblies, a wide variety of nanometer or micrometer sized structures and assemblies has
been produced.[2-9] Advanced functions of self-assemblies may meet requirements of many
objectives in industrial technology such as sensor, electronics, and electromechanical
devices.[10-16]
Recently, the importance of molecular chirality in self-assembled materials has been
extensively recognized. In living organisms, optically active macromolecules, such as proteins,
nucleic acids, and polysaccharides, are universally involved in the life processes.[17,18] These
macromolecules possess specific conformational and highly ordered structure associated with
their chiral properties. In some cases, biological supramolecules exhibit a distinct helical or
twisted structure, which is a conspicuous sign of the optical chirality of the supramolecular
aggregate.[19-21] A variety of artificial self-assembled chiral structures have been synthesized
from chiral molecules with noncovalent interactions, such as helical fiber and twisted ribbons
of sugars,[22] helicenes,[23] helical metal complexes,[24-26] or block copolymers[27-29].
Optical rotary dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism (CD) are now widely employed
for characterizing and quantifying natural and synthetic chiral systems. Using a conventional
circular dichroism spectropolarimeter, CD spectra have been measured not only for the
isotropic samples, but also for various anisotropic samples such as solid, liquid crystal, film,
membrane, micelles and gel. However, the CD spectra of anisotropic samples were more or less
accompanied by artifacts due to the optical anisotropies of the samples, such as linear
birefringence (LB) and linear dichroism (LD).[30] Therefore, it is necessary to give a lot of care
to such chiral artifacts in CD measurements, unless the samples are completely
random-orientation systems such as solutions.
Interfacial nanochemistry is growing as a new field in relation to analytical, separation,
synthetic and molecular simulation sciences.[31] Determination of the structure of adsorbed
species at the liquid-liquid interface is highly important in the study of kinetic mechanisms of
solvent extraction and enzymatic reaction mechanisms at bio-membranes.[32] At the
liquid-liquid interface, it is expected that a molecular aggregate, which is not formed in the bulk
phase, can be formed easily, because the interfacial concentration of a surface active monomer
6

becomes much higher than that in the bulk phase. The adsorption and aggregation behaviors of
molecules were investigated by means of various methods.[33-37] Recently, we investigated the
chiral aggregates of porphyrins and phthalocyanine formed at liquid/liquid interfaces by
circular dichroism measurements combined with a centrifugal liquid-membrane (CLM)
technique or a second-harmonic generation spectrometry (SHG).[38-40] It has been suggested by
a

CLM-CD

measurement

that

the

interfacial

self-aggregate

of

zinc(II)-5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-21H,23H-porphine (ZnTPyP) shows an apparent circular
dichroism.[41] In the present study, the cause of the apparent circular dichroism of ZnTPyP
aggregates reported previously[41] was investigated in detail from the comparison between the
CD and LD spectra measured by CLM method and those measured by a new microscopic
spectropolarimeter technique. The present method, which examines the correlation between the
CD and LD spectra, is thought to be very useful as a criterion of the genuine optical chirality,
since a simple linear relationship will be observed in the case of an achiral and anisotropic
system. Furthermore, the characteristic structure of the interfacial self-aggregate of ZnTPyP
was examined by optical microscope and AFM measurements. In the present study, the
orientation analysis of the interfacial aggregates in the CLM cell has also been carried out for
the first time.

Experimental
Materials.
Zinc(II)-5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-21H,23H-porphine (ZnTPyP, Figure 1), and
sodium perchlorate (GR grade) were purchased from Aldrich (USA). Toluene and chloroform
(GR grade) were purchased from Nacalai Tesque Inc. (Kyoto, Japan) and used as received.
Toluene was a poor solvent for ZnTPyP. Therefore, toluene including 5% chloroform was used
as the organic phase solvent. Chloroform was also used to prepare the stock solution of ZnTPyP.
Water was distilled and deionized by a Milli-Q system (Millipore, USA).
UV-Vis Absorption, Linear Dichroism and Circular Dichroism Spectral Measurements
by Centrifugal Liquid-Membrane (CLM) Technique.
The formation of self-aggregate of ZnTPyP at the toluene/water interface was directly
observed using the CLM-Abs, CLM-LD and CLM-CD methods,[43,44] in which the CLM cell
was installed in the CD spectropolarimeter (J-820E, JASCO, Japan). The apparatus for the
CLM-Abs and CLM-CD measurements were essentially the same with the one reported
7

Figurre 1. Moleccular structure of ZnT
TPyP. The
e size of Zn
nTPyP is thhe reporte
ed size
[42]
of TPyyP, which is
i a ZnTPy
yP analogu
ue compou
und.

Figurre 2. Schem
matic illustration of C
CLM metho
od.
previouusly,[44] but CLM-LD
C
method
m
was introduced in the preseent sturdy. FFigure 2 sh
hows the
outline of the CLM
M method. A cylindriccal cell, who
ose height and
a outer diaameter were 3.4 cm
and 1.9 cm, respecttively, was placed
p
horizzontally in the
t sample chamber
c
off the polarim
meter and
rotated at 7000 rpm
m by a speed-controlledd electric motor
m
(NE-2
22E, Nakaniishi Inc., Jaapan). At
first, a bblank spectrrum was meeasured by iintroducing 0.500 mL of
o an aqueoous solution of 0.1M
NaClO4 (pH5.5) annd 0.380 mL
m toluene with a miccrosyringe into
i
the cyllindrical celll. Then,
0.020 m
mL of a chlloroform so
olution of Z
ZnTPyP waas added an
nd the interrfacial reacttion was
initiatedd. The sum of the spectra of the bulk phasee and the in
nterface waas measured
d by this
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method. The calculated values of the thickness of the organic and aqueous phase were 0.20 and
0.25 mm, respectively. The interfacial area, Si, between two phases was 20 cm2.
Microscopic

UV-Vis

Absorption,

Linear

Dichroism

and

Circular

Dichroism

Measurements of a Single Interfacial Aggregate.
We employed the home-built microscopic device, which was installed in a sample
chamber of the CD spectropolarimeter (J-820, JASCO, Japan). The detail of this method was
reported previously.[45] Figure 3 shows the schematic illustration of the microscopic
spectropolarimeter. Briefly, the circularly polarized beam or the linear polarized beam from a
light source of the polarimeter was condensed to the sample on a cover glass, which was
vertically fixed on a position-orientation controllable stage, through an object lens (20×), and
the penetrated beam was expanded again by an another objective lens (20×), and then detected
by a frequency control technique to obtain CD, LD and UV/Vis spectra of a minute region (60
μm × 20μm) of the sample. The measurement region and the rotation angle of the sample were
checked by CCD images through the same objective lens. The blank spectra were got from no
sample region of the cover glass. The aggregate formed at the liquid/liquid interface was
transferred on a cover glass by a simple lifting method.
AFM Measurement.
The AFM images of the ZnTPyP aggregates transferred on a cover glass after CLM
measurement were measured by an atomic force microscope SPI3800N/SPA400 (SII
NanoTechnology Inc., Tokyo, Japan) with a silicon cantilever, using the tapping mode. AFM
images were presented in the height mode without any image processing except flattening.
Other Apparatus.
The pH value of the aqueous phase was measured by a F-14 pH meter (HORIBA,
Japan) equipped with a 6366-10D glass electrode. To observe the image of ZnTPyP aggregates
at the liquid/liquid interface by a conventional optical microscope, a flat interface was required
under the objective. For this purpose, we used a two-phase glass cell reported previously, which
was constructed by an outer glass cylinder cell (41 mm i.d. and 8.0 mm height) and an inner
glass cylinder (36 mm i.d. and 5.0 mm in height).[46]

9

Figurre 3. Schematic illusttration of tthe micros
scopic spec
ctropolarim
meter. (a) Set
S up
for a m
measurem
ment and (b
b) Set up fo
or observin
ng sample images byy CCD.
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Results and Discussion
Interfacial Self-Aggregation of ZnTPyP at the Toluene/Water System.
The interfacial self-aggregation of ZnTPyP at the toluene/water system was directly
measured using the centrifugal liquid–membrane-absorption spectrometry (CLM-Abs)[43], the
centrifugal liquid-membrane-circular dichroism spectroscopy (CLM-CD)[44] and the
centrifugal liquid-membrane-linear dichroism spectroscopy (CLM-LD). The preliminary study
on the process of the interfacial self-aggregation of ZnTPyP has been reported previously.[47] It
reported that ZnTPyP was highly interfacial active and formed self-aggregates by the bonding
between zinc and the pyridyl group at the liquid-liquid interface. The previous results of CLM
measurements showed that ZnTPyP monomer peak at 423 nm gradually decrease with time,
while a new peak at 454 nm assigned to ZnTPyP aggregate appeared and reached an
equilibrium after about 8 min under the conditions of 7.5 × 10-6 M ZnTPyP in the organic phase
(toluene/chloroform = 95/5, v/v) and 0.1 M NaClO4 in the aqueous phase. In the present study,
CLM spectra of ZnTPyP aggregates were obtained at 30 min later after the start of the reaction.
CLM-Abs, CLM-CD and CLM-LD spectra of ZnTPyP aggregates are shown in Figure
4. The CLM-Abs spectrum shows a new peak at 454 nm, which is not observed in ZnTPyP
monomer solution, thus assignable to ZnTPyP aggregates formed at the liquid/liquid interface.
Though the CD spectrum of ZnTPyP monomer solution showed no optical chirality, the
CLM-CD spectrum gave an apparent optical chirality, should be due to the interfacial ZnTPyP
aggregates.[41] In the present study, the observed CLM-CD spectrum of the aggregate looked
like a mirror image of the CLM-LD spectrum. Therefore, we thought that the circular dichroism
reported previously was mainly due to the large linear dichroism. We confirmed whether the
CD spectrum came from the LD spectrum quantitatively.
Kuroda et al. reported CD signal (CDapp) and LD signal (LDapp) measured by
commercial CD spectrometer can be expressed as,[30]
CD app  G1(Px2  Py2 )[CD  1 / 2(LD' LB  LD LB' )  (LD' sin 2  LD cos 2 ) sin  ]
 G1(Px2  Py2 ) sin 2a{LB cos 2  LB' sin 2
 [CB  1 / 2(LD 2  LB 2  LD'2  LB'2 ) sin 4
 (LD' LD  LB' LB)cos4 ]sin }
 G1(Px2  Py2 ) cos 2a{LB' cos 2  LB sin 2
 [1  1 / 2(LD'2  LB 2 ) sin 2 2  1 / 2(LD 2  LB'2 ) cos 2 2
 2(LD' LD  LB' LB) sin 4 ] sin  }
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(1),

LD app  G2(Px2  Py2 ){LD' sin 2  LD cos 2  [CD  1 / 2(LD' LB  LD LB' )] sin  }
 G2(Px2  Py2 ) sin 2a{CB  1 / 2(LD 2  LB 2  LD'2 LB'2 ) sin 4
 (LD' LD  LB' LB)cos4  (LB' sin 2  LB cos 2 )sin }
 G2(Px2  Py2 ) cos 2a[1  1 / 2(LD'2 LB 2 ) sin 2 2

(2).

 1 / 2(LD 2  LB'2 ) cos 2 2  2(LD' LD  LB' LB) sin 4
 (LB' cos 2  LB sin 2 ) sin  ]
Here, CB, LD, LD’, LB, and LB’ are circular birefringence, (x-y) linear dichroism, 45° linear
dichroism, (x-y) linear birefringence, and 45° birefringence, respectively. Px2 and Py2 are the
transmittance of the photomultiplier along the x and y directions and “a” is the azimuth angle
of its optical axis with respect to the x axis. θ is the rotation angle of the sample, and α is the
residual static birefringence of the photoelastic modulator (PEM). G1 and G2 are the apparatus
constant related to the sensitivity of the spectrometer at 50 kHz and 100 kHz, respectively.
Eqs (1), (2) can be approximated as,[30,48]
CD app  G1(Px2  Py2 )[CD  1 / 2(LD' LB  LD LB' )  ( LD' sin 2  LD cos 2 ) sin  ]
 G1(Px2  Py2 ) sin 2a ( LB cos 2  LB' sin 2 )

(3),

 G1(Px2  Py2 ) cos 2a ( LB' cos 2  LB sin 2 )

LD app  G2(Px2  Py2 )(LD' sin 2  LD cos 2 )

(4).

 G2(P  P ) sin 2a{CB  1 / 2(LD  LB  LD' LB' ) sin 4
 (LD' LD  LB' LB)cos4 }
2
x

2
y

2

2

2

2

Because the CD spectrometer was calibrated, we considered G1(Px2 + Py2) = 1 and G2(Px2 +
Py2) = 1. To simplify the analysis, we regarded Eq. (4) as,

LDapp  LD' sin 2  LD cos 2

(5).

And, sin α of the CD spectrometer in our laboratory was –5.4 × 10-3 (at 449.5 nm) determined
by the polarizer, that has only LD and LD’, and Eq. (3). This sin α value was the same order
to the sin α = –7.1 × 10-3 (at 250 nm) reported previously.[49] At first, we checked the third
term contribution of Eq. (3), (LD’ sin 2θ – LD cos 2θ) sin α. In Figure 5, the solid line show
(LD’ sin 2θ – LD cos 2θ) sin α calculated by LDapp spectrum of Figure 4 and the above sin α
= –5.4 × 10-3. The solid line corresponded to the dotted line of CDapp spectrum. Therefore, we
can conclude that the apparent CD spectrum of ZnTPyP interfacial self-aggregate was the
artifact, mainly due to the LD spectrum.
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Figure 4. (a) Circular dichroism (CD) spectra, (b) linear dichroism (LD) spectra and
(c) absorption spectra of ZnTPyP aggregates in the toluene/water system
measured by the CLM method (solid line) and ZnTPyP monomer solution in 1 mm
cell (dashed line). The concentration of ZnTPyP in the organic phase
(toluene/chloroform = 95/5, v/v) in a CLM cell was 7.5 × 10-6 M (solid line) and the
concentration of ZnTPyP solution (toluene/chloroform = 95/5, v/v) in a 1 mm cell
was 8.9 × 10-7 M (dashed line).
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Figure 5. LDapp sin α contribution in CD spectrum of Figure 4 (b).

Linear Dichroism Spectra of a Single ZnTPyP Aggregate.

To discuss the orientational structure of ZnTPyP interfacial self-aggregate, we
measured CD and LD spectra of an individual ZnTPyP aggregate by applying the new
microscopic CD measurement device. ZnTPyP aggregates formed at the interface of CLM cell
were rather small in size, giving only a few micrometers, when observed after the CLM
measurements. Therefore, it was difficult to measure the microscopic CD or LD spectrum of an
individual ZnTPyP aggregate by defining the orientation angle of the single aggregate. To make
larger ZnTPyP aggregates, we used a two-phase glass cell, whose liquid/liquid interface was
flat and whose specific interface area was 1.0 cm-1. Figure 6 is the optical microscopic images
of ZnTPyP aggregates formed at the liquid/liquid interface of the two-phase glass cell under the
initial concentration of [ZnTPyP]ini = 4.0 × 10-6 M. The interfacial aggregates had mainly flat
and trapezoidal structure, different from the ZnTPyP crystals formed in a bulk solution that had
thicker trapezoidal structure. Each semitransparent ZnTPyP aggregate at the interface had a
black seed structure at the edge of the aggregate or a dark needle structure in an edge of the
aggregate. We called them a seed-type (type I) and a needle-type (type II), respectively. To find
any difference between type I and type II aggregates, CD and LD spectra of a single ZnTPyP
aggregate were measured by the microspectropolarimeter.
ZnTPyP aggregate was transferred form the interface on a cover glass and fixed on the
movable and rotatable stage to obtain CD and LD spectra by the microspectropolarimeter with
the various angles of , which was defined as the angle between a long-axis of the vertical
rectangular beam and the long-axis of ZnTPyP aggregate (Figure 7). Measurements were done
for the type I ZnTPyP aggregate (Figure 8 (a)) and the type II ZnTPyP aggregate (Figure 8 (b)).
14

Figurre 6. Typical optical microscop
m
ic images of self-agg
gregates oof ZnTPyP at the
liquid--liquid inte
erface. Eac
ch structurre has a seed-like
s
co
ore at a ccenter (type
e I) or
needle-like core
e at an edg
ge (type II ). The con
ncentration of ZnTPyyP in the organic
o
-6
phase
e (toluene//chloroform
m = 95/5, vv/v) was 4.0 × 10 M in the twoo-phase sy
ystem.
The cconcentration of NaClO4 in the a
aqueous phase
p
was 0.1 M (pH = 5.5).

Figurre 7. CCD image
i
of a ZnTPyP a
aggregate taken by a microscoppic devise. Here,
θ is angle betwe
een the polarized ligh
ht and a long-axis of a ZnTPyP
P aggregate
e.

The obsserved micrro-LD, micrro-CD and m
micro-Abs spectra
s
of an
a individuaal structure of type I
and typee II aggregaates are show
wn in Figuree 8 (c) and (d),
( respectiively. The ab
absorption sp
pectra of
the typee I aggregatees had two maxima
m
at aabout 420nm
m and 450nm
m, though thhe 420 nm peak
p
was
smaller than the 450
4 nm peaak. While inn the absorrption specttrum of typpe II aggreg
gate, the
intensitiies at the maxima
m
at 42
20 nm and 4460 nm werre almost sam
me. Miyakee et al. repo
orted that
ZnTPyP
P monolayeer at the airr/water inteerface had a similar ab
bsorption sppectrum sh
howing a
smaller maximum at 422 nm
m and a largger maximu
um at 466 nm,
n suggessting an overlapped
t interactiion between
n pyridyl
aggregaate structuree.[50] But theey didn’t disscuss the possibility of the
nitrogenn and Zn(II)) ion. In thee micro-LD and micro--CD spectraa, the differeence betweeen type I
and typee II is moree remarkablee. The maxiimum at 450 nm in typ
pe I shifted tto 470 nm in type II
aggregaate as noted from Figuree 8 (c) and ((d), suggestiing more extended J-agggregation in
n type II.
15

Thus, it was noted that the extent of the J-aggregation of ZnTPyP molecules in the aggregate
depended on the structures of the dark portion in the aggregate; seed-type and needle-type.
The observed LD intensity is defined by the absorbance at a horizontally polarized light
minus the absorbance at a vertically polarized light. If a ZnTPyP aggregate has only one
transition dipole parallel to the long-axis of a trapezoidal aggregate, the LD intensity should
have maximum at  = 90 °, minimum at  = 0 ° and 180 ° and zero at  = 45 ° and 135 °.
However, the observed LD spectra were different from this simple prediction as shown in
Figure 8 (c) and (d). In the LD spectra of type I aggregate (Figure 8 (c)), the LD intensities were
in the order of LD ( = 90 °) > LD ( = 135 °) > LD ( = 180 °) at 450 nm and 410 nm.
However, at 430 nm, the order was completely reversed. However, at 430 nm, the order was
completely reversed. This result indicates that the electric transition dipole moments
corresponding to the maxima at 450 nm and 410 nm are parallel to the long-axis of the
aggregate and that corresponding to 430 nm is perpendicular to the long-axis (Figure 9) in type
I structure. On the other hand, the transition dipole moments of type II aggregate at 470 nm, 440
nm and 400 nm are parallel to the long-axis, and that at 430 nm is perpendicular to the
long-axis.
Here, LD sign of single ZnTPyP aggregate directed to parallel was similar to LD
spectrum of ZnTPyP aggregates measured by CLM. So, it was indicated that the long axis of
the aggregate at the interface in the CLM cell have orientated to the rotating axis of the CLM
cell.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figurre 8. CCD images of a type I off ZnTPyP aggregate
a
which
w
has a seed-like core
(a) an
nd a type II of ZnTPyP
P aggregatte which ha
as a needle
e-like coree (b). LD, CD
C and
absorrption specctra of the
e type I Zn
nTPyP agg
gregate (c
c) and the type II Zn
nTPyP
aggre
egate (d) were
w
measu
ured by a m
microscopic spectrop
polarimeteer. These spectra
were normalized
d at the ab
bsorption m
maximum. CD and LD
L spectra were mea
asured
at varrious angle
es, and θ values are n
noted in th
he figure.
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Figurre 8. Illusttrations of ZnTPyP a
aggregate which ha
ad a seed (Type I) and a
needle (Type III) at the edge
e
of th e aggrega
ates. Arrow
ws show tthe directio
ons of
on dipole moments
m
iin ZnTPyP
P aggregatte suggestted by mic
cro-LD
electrric transitio
measurements.

Correlaation betweeen Micro-L
LD and Miicro-CD Sp
pectra.
T
The CD sppectrum of ZnTPyP
Z
agggregate meeasured by CLM was tthe artifactss mainly
came frrom the LD
D spectrum. We investiigated whetther the miccro-CD specctra of the ZnTPyP
aggregaate was alsoo the artifactts due to thee LD spectru
um or not.
IIn Figure 8 (c) and (d
d), the shapee of the miicro-LD and
d micro-CD
D spectra att various
angles of  for tyype I and type II agggregates were
w
very similar,
s
thoough the maximum
m
wavelenngths were different between
b
typpe I and typ
pe II. The dependencee of micro--LD and
apparennt micro-CD
D intensitiess on the anggle  at 449.5 nm was examined
e
foor a type I aggregate
(Figure 9 (a)).
F
Figure 9 (b)) shows the correlation between miicro-LD and
d micro-CD
D intensities of type I
aggregaate at 449.5 nm. The  values weree changed from
f
0 to 18
80 degree byy selecting properly
orientedd aggregatee. Figure 9 (b) showss a elliptical correlatiion betweenn LDapp an
nd CDapp
intensitiies, suggesting a signifi
ficant relatioonship betw
ween LDapp and
a CDapp off ZnTPyP aggregate.
Similar correlation between LD
Dapp and CD
Dapp intensities was also
o observed ffor type II ag
ggregate
(Figure 8 (d)), althoough the fig
gure was noot shown. In
n Figure 9 (b
b), the solidd line showeed LDapp
sin α in Eq. (3). Thhe apparent CD of the ttype I aggreegate could not be fittedd by the LD
Dapp sin α.
In Figurre 9 (c), thee dotted linee also showeed LD sin α in Eq. (3).. The appareent CD of the
t angle
dependeence of typpe I aggregaate also couuld not be fitted by LD sin α. Soo, micro-CD
D of the
ZnTPyP
P aggregatee was not th
he artifacts due to the LD. But th
he micro-CD
D showed th
he angle
dependeence with 180
1 º cycle, so the appparent CD was
w not chirral signal. IIn Eq. (3), the term
responsible to the 180
1 º cycle dependencee is LB term
m except forr LD sin α. Here, G1(P
Px2 – Py2)
= 0.0499 (at 220 nm
m) was repo
orted previouusly.[48] To simplify th
he analysis, we regardeed a = 0.
The soliid line of Fiigure 9 (c) was
w the fitt ed one by LB
L term in Eq.
E (3). LB
B = –0.16 an
nd LB’ =
–0.26 w
were determiined from th
his fitting. K
Kuroda et al. reported that
t a samplle with macroscopic
18

anisotropy like crystal, e.g., -Ni(H2O)6SO4, had not only a large LD signal, but also a large LB
signal.[30] So, it is not strange that ZnTPyP aggregate had both LD and LB. Therefore, the
origin of the apparent micro-CD of ZnTPyP aggregate was assigned mainly to the LB term in
Eq. (3).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. (a) CD and LD intensities of the type I of ZnTPyP aggregate (Figure 7 (b))
at the 449.5 nm measured by the microscopic spectropolarimeter, when the angle
between the polarized vertical light and a long-axis of a ZnTPyP aggregate, θ, was
changed. CD and LD values were normalized at the absorption maximum. The
dashed lines was fitted by Eq. (5). (b) Correlation between CD and LD intensities at
various θ angles. The solid line is the LDapp sin α term in Eq. (3). (c) The dashed line
shows LDapp sin α in Eq. (3) contribution in CD intensity of type I aggregate at 449.5
nm. The solid line is fitted by LB term in Eq. (3).
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Nano-sttructure off ZnTPyP Aggregate.
A
W
We tried to get further structural
s
innformation of
o the interffacial self-agggregate of ZnTPyP,
but the aaggregates were
w too sm
mall to meassure X-ray diffraction
d
patterns.
p
Insttead, the ag
ggregates
were traansferred onnto a cover glass
g
and obbserved by AFM.
A
Figurre 10 (a) shoows the AFM
M image
of ZnTP
PyP aggregaate, which is
i a part of tthe corner of
o the rectan
ngular struccture assignable to a
type II aaggregate. The
T thicknesss of the flat
at region of the
t aggregatte was abouut 10 nm, an
nd that of
the needle-like reggion of the edge was about 40 nm.
n Such very
v
thin sttructure of ZnTPyP
aggregaates might be
b ascribable to a few
w nanometerr-thickness of the liquuid/liquid in
nterfacial
region.[52] The needdle-like porttion at an eddge of an agg
gregate observed by ann optical miccroscope
was connfirmed to be
b thicker than the flat rregion. The flat region of
o the aggreegate had naano-steps
as show
wn in Figure 10 (b). Thee Gaussian aanalysis of the
t observed
d steps was shown in Figure
F
10
(c). Thee peaks of Gaussian
G
fit were
w appearred at 1.58 ± 0.23 nm, 3.08
3 ± 0.13 nm and 4.6
60 ± 0.37
nm, givving the connstant interv
val of about 1.6 nm. Th
herefore, thee thickness of the unit step was
obtainedd as 1.58 ± 0.23 nm from
fr
the firsst Gaussian
n peak. Interestingly, thhe unit thicckness is
almost tthe same sizze with a Zn
nTPyP moleecule presen
nted in Figurre 1. This inndicates thatt the unit
step is a monolayerr of ZnTPyP
P molecules , in which th
he ZnTPyP molecules aare assemblled stood
perpenddicularly.

Figurre 10. (a) The
T AFM im
mage of the
e interfacia
al self-aggregate of Z
ZnTPyP (T
Type II)
-6
after a CLM measurement ([ZnTPyyP]ini = 2.5
5 × 10 M),
M transfe rred on a cover
glass.. (b) 3D im
mage of the
e flat regio
on of the ZnTPyP
Z
aggregate. (cc) Distribution of
the th
hickness off the step of
o the flat re
egion of Zn
nTPyP agg
gregate.
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Conclusion
The CD and LD measurements of the interfacial ZnTPyP aggregates using the CLM
method revealed that the apparent CD of the ZnTPyP aggregates reported previously was
mainly due to the linear dichroism.[41] But apparent CD spectrum of a single ZnTPyP
aggregate measured by microscopic device introduced in CD spectrometer was the artifacts
come from a linear birefringence but not a linear dichroism. From the comparison between the
CLM-LD and micro-LD measurements, it was indicated that the interfacial aggregate formed in
the CLM cell could be orientated nearly parallel to the rotating axis of the CLM cell. The
individual ZnTPyP aggregate had two types of structure; a seed-type (type I) and a needle-type
(type II), which are relating to the characteristic LD spectra. Both type I and type II ZnTPyP
aggregates had electric transition dipole moments of two directions, parallel and perpendicular
to long-axis of the ZnTPyP aggregate. J-coupling of ZnTPyP molecular transition dipole
moments was seemed pronounced more in the type II along with the long-axis of the
trapezoidal structure. The thickness of unit monolayer of ZnTPyP aggregate was estimated as
1.58 ± 0.23 nm from the AFM measurements. From the present results, the molecular image of
the micro-structure of ZnTPyP aggregate was thought to be a stacked monolayers of ZnTPyP
molecules, which was composed by the coordination bond between zinc(II) and pyridyl
nitrogen and the van der Waals stacking between porphyrin rings.[8,53] A molecular origin of the
differences between type I and type II aggregates is still obscure. However, it is plausible that
ZnTPyP aggregate at the liquid-liquid interface, which is a border of two solvents, had some
different structures, because Goldberg et al. reported the different structures of ZnTPyP crystals
were produced depending on the molecules included, such as water, methanol, aniline, and
o-chlorophenol, by X-ray diffraction measurements.[53,54] We have demonstrated in the present
study that the apparent CD spectrum of interfacial aggregates could be expressed with Eq. (3).
When the CD spectrum of interfacial aggregates is measured by the CD spectrometer, it is
necessary to give a lot of care to artifacts come from linear anisotropy like a linear dichroism
and a linear birefringence.
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Chapter 3

Chiral Recognition of Amino-Acids by Synergistic
Hetero-Aggregation with Porphyrins at Liquid-Liquid Interface

Abstract
At the interface of the toluene/water system, H4TPyP4+ and CuTPPS4- formed
hetero-aggregates, which could recognize the chirality of D- and L- phenylalanines (Phe) and
other amino acids, though neither H4TPyP4+ nor CuTPPS4- could recognize the chirality of the
amino-acids. The composition of H4TPyP4+: CuTPPS4- in the interfacial aggregate was
estimated as 1:1 as reported in an aqueous solution. But, CD spectra of the interfacial
hetero-aggregates were different from that in the aqueous solution, suggesting different chiral
structure. The present result proposed a new mode of the interfacial chiral recognition reaction
exhibited by the synergistic effect of the hetero-aggregation of the inversely charged
porphyrins.
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Introduction
The liquid-liquid interface has some attractive functions such as the selective
concentration of surface active species from bulk phases and the isothermal adsorption
relationship, like Langmuir equation, in the interfacial adsorption. A two dimensional
concentrated mono-molecular layer is ready to be generated at the interface with the saturation
concentration in the order of 10-10 mol cm-2. Therefore, at the liquid-liquid interface,
supramolecular aggregates tend to be formed even under a low bulk concentration of the
monomer. These features of liquid-liquid interfaces are thought to be advantageous for the
chiral analysis of bulk phase species, combined with an effective technique to observe optical
chirality at the interface. Recently, in our laboratory, a centrifugal liquid-membrane-circular
dichroism (CLM-CD) and a second-harmonic generation-circular dichroism (SHG-CD)
methods were developed, and the chiral aggregation of porphyrins and phthalocyanines formed
at liquid-liquid interfaces were investigated.[1-3] However, the promising potential of the
interfacial aggregation for the chiral analysis has not been fully understood. Purrello et al. have
reported

that

protonated

form

(H4TPyP4+,

Figure

1)

of

5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-21H,23H-porphine (TPyP, Figure 1), deprotpnated form (CuTPPS4-,
Figure 1) of Cu(II)- meso-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl) porphine (CuTPPS, Figure 1) and
phenylalanine formed chiral hetero-aggregates in acidic aqueous solutions showing an induced
circular dichroism (ICD),[4] though the reaction mechanism was not clarified. In the present
study, the feasibility of H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- hetero-aggregates for the chiral recognition of
amino acids at the liquid-liquid interface has been demonstrated by using CLM-CD method.
TPyP was dissolved in an organic phase, and CuTPPS4- and phenylalanine were dissolved in an
acid aqueous phase (pH 2.3) at first.
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Figurre 1. Moleccular structtures of TP
PyP and Cu
uTPPS.

Exxperimen
ntal
Materiaals.
C
CuTPPS was
w purchassed from F
Frontier Scientific, Inc. (USA). TPyP and sodium
perchlorrate were purchased
p
frrom Aldrichh (USA). D-Phenylalan
nine (D-Phee) and D, L-tyrosine
were purchased from
f
Wako
o (Osaka, JJapan).

L-P
Phenylalaniine

(L-Phe)),

D, L-tryp
ptophan,

m were purcchased from
m Nacalai T
Tesque Inc. (Kyoto,
perchlorric acid, tooluene and chloroform
Japan) and used as
a received
d. Toluene was a poo
or solvent for TPyP. Therefore, toluene
p
solven
nt. Chlorofoorm was also
o used to
containiing 4 % chlooroform waas used as thhe organic phase
prepare the stock solution
s
of TPyP. Watter was disttilled and deionized
d
byy a Milli-Q
Q system
(Millipoore, USA).
UV-Vis Absorptioon, Linear Dichroism
m and Circu
ular Dichro
oism Specttral Measurements
by Centtrifugal Liq
quid-Memb
brane (CLM
M) Techniq
que.
4T
The formatiion of chiral hetero-agggregates of H4TPyP4+, CuTPPS
C
aand phenylaalanine at

the

tooluene/waterr

system

was

dirrectly

meaasured

usiing

the

centrifugal

liquid

membraane-absorption spectro
ometry (CLM
M-Abs),[5] the centrifu
ugal liquid membrane-circular
dichroissm spectrosscopy (CLM
M-CD),[6,7] aand the centtrifugal liqu
uid membran
ane-linear diichroism
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spectroscopy (CLM-LD).[7] In the CLM measurements, a cylindrical glass cell, having 1.9 cm
in diameter and 3.4 cm in length, was placed horizontally, attached by an electric motor in the
sample chamber of the CD spectropolarimeter (J-820E, JASCO, Japan). The procedure for the
CLM measurements was essentially the same with Chapter 2. The cylindrical cell was rotated
at 7000 rpm by a speed-controlled electric motor (NE-22E, Nakanishi Inc., Japan). At first, a
blank spectrum was measured by introducing 0.480 mL of an aqueous solution of 0 - 0.05 M
phenylalanine and 0.1 M (H+, Na+) ClO4- (pH 2.3) and 0.480 mL toluene with a microsyringe
into the cylindrical cell through a sample injection hole. Then, 0.020 mL of aqueous solution of
CuTPPS4- and 0.020 mL of a chloroform solution of TPyP were added to initiate the interfacial
reaction. The sum of the spectra of the bulk liquid membrane phases and the interface was
measured by this method. The calculated values of the thickness of the organic and aqueous
phase were 0.26 and 0.25 mm, respectively. The interfacial area between two phases was 20
cm2.
Interfacial Tension Mesurements.

The interfacial tension at the toluene/water (20.8 mL/8.0 mL) interface was measured
using the Wilhelmy balance technique with a 10.0 × 10.0 mm filter paper plate.[8] An interfacial
pressure sensor (USI-32, Hybrid Instruments Co., Japan) was used, interfaced to a digital meter.
The accuracy of the measurements was ±0.1 mN/m. It was always confirmed that the interfacial
tension attained its ‘‘equilibrium value,’’ which did not vary by more than 0.2 mN/m over a
period of 15 min. In some cases, it took more than 1 h. All the measurements were conducted at
27 ± 2 ºC, using a UC-65 cryostat (EYELA, Japan). In the interfacial tension experiments,
H4TPyP4+ stock solution was prepared in an acidic solution of pH 2.3. The pH values of the
aqueous phases were measured using a F-14 pH meter (HORIBA, Japan) equipped with a
6366-10D glass electrode.
The relationship between γ and the concentration of a sample in the aqueous phase,
caq, could be expressed with the next equation, [9,10]


   0  aRT ln1 


c aq K ' 

a 

(1),

where γ0, R, T and a are the interfacial tension in the absence of the sample, the gas constant, the
absolute temperature, and the interfacial saturated concentration, respectively, and the
interfacial adsorption constant at the infinite dilution of the sample, K’, can be written as,
K'

ci
caq

(2),

where ci is the interfacial concentration.
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Results and Discussion
Chiral Recognition by TPyP-CuTPPS Hetero-Aggregates.

Figure 2 shows the CLM-CD spectra of the H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- chiral
hetero-aggregates including D- and L-Phe, which had three maxima at ca. 400 nm, 410 nm and
450 nm (small) indicating the chirality of added amino-acid. The formation rate of the chiral
hetero-aggregates observed by the CLM-CD spectra depended remarkably on the
concentrations of TPyP, CuTPPS4- and phenylalanine. The CD intensity increased continuously
with time at first, then saturated, and began to decrease finally, suggesting agglomeration of the
aggregate. In the shortest case, the saturation time was ca. 30 min. In the conditions of Figure 2,
the saturation time was ca. 6 hr. In Figure 2, the CD intensity at 30 min was used for the
composition analysis of the aggregate to avoid the slow agglomeration of the aggregate.
After the CLM-CD measurement, any CD signal was not observed in the organic phase
and about 2 % of the CLM-CD intensity was observed in the aqueous phase, but it was
negligible. Hence, it was concluded that the CD signal observed by the CLM measurements
came from the interface.
The sign of the CD spectra of H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4-hetero-aggregates at the liquid-liquid
interface reversed depending on the chirality of D-phenylalanine and L-phenylalanine, and there
was no CD signal in the racemic phenylalanine solution as shown in Figure 2. A linear
correlation between the CD intensity at 410 nm and the chiral excess of phenylalanine was
confirmed as shown in Figure 4. The observed fitted linear line of the induced CD intensity was
CD = –28.7 e.e., where e.e. was defined by e.e. = ([D-Phe] - [L-Phe]) /([D-Phe] + [L-Phe]). This
relationship can be used for the determination of the chiral purity of the phenylalanine, under
the conditions of [Phe] = 9.6 × 10-3 M and t = 30 min. In Chapter 2, it was problem that the
interfacial CLM-CD signal contained the false signal which came from the linear anisotropy of
the interfacial aggregate like linear dichroism (LD). Therefore, we measured CLM-LD spectra
of H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- hetero-aggregates in the present study. However, the LD intensity was
weak and there was no correlation between CD and LD intensities. Thus, CD signals of the
present interfacial hetero-aggregates were thought to be really chiral signals. This section
demonstrated that TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates could recognize the chirality of
phenylalnine, we mainly used D-phenylalnine in the experiment of the section after this.
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Figure 2. CD, LD and absorbance spectra of chiral hetero-aggregates at the
liquid-liquid interface measured by CLM-CD. [TPyP]org = 8.0 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS4-]aq
= 7.2 × 10-5 M, [Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3,
Toluene:Chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.
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Figure 3. Correlations of enantiomer excess of phenylalanine, e.e. = ([D-Phe] [L-Phe]) /([D-Phe] + [L-Phe]), and CD, LD signals of TPyP-CuTPPS
hetero-aggregates measured by CLM-CD. The linear solid line is a fitted line by the
linear function that goes through the origin. [TPyP]org = 8.0 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS]aq =
7.2 × 10-5 M, [Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3,
toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.
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Influence of Liquid-Liquid Interfacial Adsorption

Circle plots of Figure 4 show the Job plot of H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- hetero-aggregate in
the toluene/water system. Figure 5 shows the concentration dependence of CD intensity of
TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates in the toluene/water system. Circle plots of Figure 4 and
Figure 5 indicated that, only when all components of H4TPyP4+, CuTPPS4- and phenylalanine
exist in the toluene/water system, CD signal of hetero-aggregates could be observed.
Furthermore, CD signal appeared, when all TPyP, CuTPPS and phenylalnine concentrations
were larger than the critical concentrations of [TPyP]c, [CuTPPS]c and [Phe]c. The critical
concentrations were summarized in Table 1. The critical concentrations were different among
the chemical species greatly. Here, we thought that this difference comes from the difference
of the liquid-liquid interfacial adsorptivity. The interfacial tension of toluene/water systems
including H4TPyP4+, CuTPPS4- and phenylalanine was observed by the Wilhelmy plate method
to evaluate the adsorptivity of these reactants.
The results of interfacial tension measurements were shown in Figure 6. The above
critical concentration was larger than the concentration that the interfacial tension begun to
decrease. So, it was suggested that these chemical species exist in the liquid-liquid interface at
the critical concentration. Interfacial adsorption constants from the aqueous phase to the
liquid-liquid interface were determined by Eq. (1) and summarized in Table 1. The interfacial
adsorption constants decreased in the order of H4TPyP4+ > CuTPPS4- >> phenylalanine. When
the interfacial adsorption constant is large, the critical concentration seems to be small. Figure 4
shows that chiral hetero-aggregate was difficult to be generated, when the concentration of
one chemical species was very high. So, it was thought that H4TPyP4+, CuTPPS4- and
phenylalanine adsorbed competitively to the liquid-liquid interface and the chiral
hetero-aggregates could be formed when the interfacial concentrations of H4TPyP4+, CuTPPS4and phenylalanine were almost same order.
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Figure 4. Job plot of H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- hetero-aggregate measured by
CLM-CD. [TPyP]org + [CuTPPS4-]aq = 8.0 × 10-5 M, [D-Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M,
[HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3, Toluene:Chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.
Interfacial reaction concentration ratios were calculated by Eq. (3). Linear dashed
lines were fitted lines of interfacial reaction concentration ratio data. The open
arrows show the critical concentrations which generate the aggregation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Concentration dependence of CD intensity of TPyP-CuTPPS
hetero-aggregates. The dashed lines show critical concentration of each samples.
(a) [TPyP]org = 5.0 × 10-7 – 1.6 × 10-5 M, [CuTPPS]aq = 8.0 × 10-5 M, [D-Phe]aq = 9.6
× 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3, toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t =
30 min. (b) [TPyP]org = 8.0 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS]aq = 8.0 × 10-6 – 1.6 × 10-4 M,
[D-Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3, toluene:chloroform
= 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min. (c) [TPyP]org = 8.0 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS]aq = 7.2 × 10-5 M,
[D-Phe]aq = 0 - 4.8 × 10-2 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3,
toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Interfacial tension of phenyalanine measurements by Wilhelmy method.
The solid lines are fitted lines by Eq. (1). The dashed lines show critical
concentration of each samples. [HClO4] + [NaClO4] = 0.1 M, pH 2.3,
toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v.
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Table 1. Summary of liquid-liquid interfacial adsorption constants, K', and critical
concentration of TPyP(org), H4TPyP4+(aq), CuTPPS4-(aq) and phenylalanine(aq).

Chemical species
TPyP (org)

K’ / dm

Critical Concentrtion
/M

5.0 × 10-5, a, [9]
5 × 10-7

H4TPyP4+ (aq)

2.2 × 10-2, b

CuTPPS4- (aq)

4.6 × 10-3, b

4 × 10-5

Phe (aq)

9.1 × 10-7, b

5 × 10-3

a

Measured by the high-speed stirring method,[9] [NaClO4] = 0.1 M, pH 5.5,
toluene:chloroform = 95:5, v/v. b Measured by the Wilhelmy balance technique, [HClO4] +
[NaClO4] = 0.1 M, pH 2.3, toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v.
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Composition of TPyP-CuTPPS Hetero-Aggregates in the Toluene/Water System.

The CD spectra of the hetero-aggregate formed at the interface were different from
those in the aqueous solution,[4] suggesting the difference in the chiral structure. In addition,
Purrello et al. reported that H4TPyP4+ and CuTPPS4- reacted 1:1 in aqueous solution.[4] From
the circle plots of Figure 5, the largest CD intensity of hetero-aggregates at the interface was
apparently observed at 1:9 for the initial concentration ratio of TPyP and CuTPPS4- in the
toluene/water system.
To simplify the analysis, we supposed that the bulk concentration exceeding the critical
bulk concentration can participate to the formation of the chiral interfacial aggregate, then the
product of the interfacial adsorption constants and the bulk excess concentration corresponds to
the liquid-liquid interfacial reaction concentration (Eq. (3)). Then, the interfacial reaction
concentration ratio was defined by

K1 ' ([TPyP]org  [TPyP]c )
K1 ' ([TPyP]org  [TPyP]c )  K 2 ' ([CuTPPS 4- ]aq  [CuTPPS 4- ]c )

(3),

where K1’ and K2’ are the interfacial adsorption constants of H4TPyP4+ and CuTPPS4-,
respectively. [TPyP]c and [CuTPPS4-]c are the critical bulk concentration of TPyP and
CuTPPS4- in the solutions, respectively. Job plot by using the interfacial reaction concentration
ratio was also shown with square plots in Figure 5. When the interfacial reaction concentration
ratio of H4TPyP4+:CuTPPS4- was around 1:1, the CD intensity became maximum. This ratio
was same with the reaction ratio in the aqueous solution.[4] However, the reported CD spectrum
of the aqueous hetero-aggregates showed maxima at ca. 380 nm and 450 nm,[4] which were
different from ca. 400 nm, 410 nm and 450 nm of the interfacial hetero-aggregates. Both
absorption spectra suggested H-aggregate structure, but the CD spectra suggested different
position of positively charged Phe in the aggregate. In the aqueous solution, a positive Phe will
associate with H4TPyP4+-CuTPPS4- complex by hydrophobic interaction with phenyl group.
However, at the interface it might be possible that a positive Phe ion will interact with
electrostatic interaction to the complex orienting the phenyl group outside, since the
liquid-liquid has a lower dielectric constant than the aqueous phase.[11] At the interface,
perchlorate ion may behave as a counter ion for the positive Phe ion. Eventually, the distance
between the asymmetric carbon in Phe and the chromophre of the porphyrins will be different
between the hetero-aggregates formed in the aqueous solution and at the interface.
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Chapter 4

Measurement of Liquid-Liquid Interfacial Aggregates by
Transmission Mueller Matrix Ellipsometry

Abstract
Using a conventional circular dichroism spectropolarimeter, CD spectra have been
measured not only for the isotropic samples, but also for various anisotropic samples. It is
necessary to give a lot of care to such chiral artifacts in CD measurements, unless the samples
are completely random-orientation systems such as solutions. The Mueller matrix description
contains all the information about the polarization properties of a sample, and measurements
of the complete Mueller matrix can be used to investigate the optical activity of the sample.
We have measured the linear and circular dichroisms and the linear and circular
birefringences of the liquid-liquid interfacial aggregates, which were calculated by the
inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrices. We could measure the true interfacial chiral signal
except for the artifacts. This is the first work of the liquid-liquid interfacial optical activity
mesurements which applied the Mueller matrix method.
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Introduction
Circular birefringence (CB) and circular dichroism (CD) are now widely employed for
characterizing and quantifying natural and synthetic chiral systems. Using a conventional
circular dichroism spectropolarimeter, CD spectra have been measured not only for the
isotropic samples, but also for various anisotropic samples such as solid, liquid crystal, film,
membrane, micelles and gel. However, the CD spectra of anisotropic samples were more or
less accompanied by artifacts due to the optical anisotropies of the samples, such as linear
birefringence (LB) and linear dichroism (LD). Therefore, it is necessary to give a lot of care
to such chiral artifacts in CD measurements, unless the samples are completely
random-orientation systems such as solutions.[1,2] So, the optical activity measurements of the
aggregates at the liquid-liquid interface are also paid attention to the artifacts.[3]
The idea of a Mueller matrix measurement is not new. In 1978, R. M. A. Azzam and P.
S. Hauge reported papers about Mueller matrix measurement.[4,5] Recently, transmission
Mueller matrix ellipsometry, sometimes also referred as Mueller polarimetry, has been applied
to the study of anisotropic samples with the aim to study their optical activity. Interesting
systems to study with this methodology correspond to the samples containing oriented
molecules[6] or crystals[7-9]. Some years ago, generalized ellipsometry and Mueller matrix
ellipsometry were started to be used to measure anisotropic samples that could not be studied
with conventional ellipsometry. It seems reasonable to think that the future of polarimetric
measurements of optical activity in anisotropic samples will have to consider the Mueller
matrix in those days. However, it is rare that Mueller matrix measurement is used for chiral
anisotropic sample.[10,11] Because the magnitude of CD and CB signals is usually small.
Moreover, in the systems where linear birefringence and/or linear dichroism are also present,
they usually hinder the effect of CB and CD as they are larger in the orders of magnitude. In the
present study, we have measured optical activity of liquid-liquid interfacial chiral aggregates
by Mueller matrix polarimeter combined with the centrifugal liquid membrane method. This
is the first report of Mueller matrix measurements of the liquid-liquid interface.
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Theoretical Background
Stokes vectors and Mueller Matrix.

The most comprehensive way to depict the changes in light polarization, as it interacts
with a sample, is to use the Stokes-Mueller formalism.[12] The Stokes vector is a 4-element
vector with real components, which can represent any polarization state of light, and the
Mueller matrix is a 4×4 real matrix that describes the changes in light polarization as it
interacts with an optical element. Once determined for a sample, this Mueller matrix will
allow representing all of the sample’s polarization properties. In addition, any depolarization
of the light beam from the sample will be reflected in the sample Mueller matrix. The partial
or complete determination of the Mueller matrix can be achieved by several different
polarization dependent techniques, however, many of the sample Mueller matrix elements are
not directly related to individual polarization effects. For example, if a compound is chiral
then its associated Mueller matrix elements will be affected by the chirality, this relationship
is not simple, because the affected Mueller matrix elements also depend on the linear
dichroism (LD) and the linear birefringence (LB) of the sample.[13,14] Measurements of CD
and CB of liquid organic compounds are much simpler, since all the linear anisotropies
(related to a preferential spatial direction) vanish and only pure circular contributions remain.
In the present work, we will use the Stokes–Mueller description of polarized light
propagation to specify the irradiance that reaches the detector of the ellipsometer. We
represent the Stokes vector as (s0, s1, s2, s3) where the components are the Stokes parameters.
The order of the parameters is total intensity, x- or y-axis linear polarization, 45° linear
polarization and circular polarization.[15] It is interesting to note that this most common order
of the parameters was different from that of many reports about Mueller matrix ((s0, s2, s3, s1)
in the present notation) and that special attention should be paid in comparing elements of the
Mueller matrix.[1,2,16,17] The notation of other papers brings out a direct correlation between
the Stokes parameters and the corresponding Pauli spin matrices that allows deriving in a
straightforward manner the general Mueller matrix of a sample having both, linear and
circular anisotropies.[18]
For thin specimens that show small mixed anisotropies and that CD and CB signals
are smaller than LD and LB signals (as is more often the case in practice), we can ignore
second-order terms in the chiral anisotropies as well as quadratic terms which involve both,
linear and chiral anisotropies. In this case the general Mueller matrix of the sample reduces to:
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(1).

Here LD’ and LB’ are respectively 45° linear dichroism and 45° linear birefringence.[13] The
quantities LD, LB, LD’, LB’, CD and CB have the units of radians and are defined in Table
1.[1,13,17,19] The elements of the antidiagonal (m03, m12, m21, m30) are chiral difference.
Table 1. Notations and conventions in anisotropic spectroscopy. [1,13,17,19]
Effect

Phenomenological
Symbol

Definition

Isotropic amplitude absorption

k

2πκl/λ0

Isotropic phase retardation

η

2πnl/λ0

(x-y) linear dichroism

LD

ln 10(Ax - Ay)/2

ln 10Δε'cl/2

(x-y) linear birefringence

LB

2π(nx - ny)l/λ0

2πΔn'l/λ0

45 º linear dichroism

LD'

ln 10(A45 - A135)/2

ln 10Δε''cl/2

45 º linear birefringence

LB'

2π(n45 – n135)l/λ0

2πΔn''/λ0

Circular dichroism

CD

ln 10(A- - A+)/2

ln 10Δε±cl/2

Circular birefringence

CB

2π(n- - n+)l/λ0

πα/90º

Relation to
experiment

A stands for standard absorbance, n for refractive index, l for pathlength through the
medium, c for molar concentration, α for optical rotation and λo for the vacuum
wavelength of light. Subscripts specify the polarization of light as x, y, 45 º to the x-axis,
135 º to the x-axis, circular right (+), or left (-).
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Analytic inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrix

The Mueller matrix description contains all the information about the polarization
properties of a sample, and measurements of the complete Mueller matrix can be used to
investigate the optical activity of the sample. However, when many optical polarization
effects are simultaneously occurring in the sample (as is the case of the stirred solutions), the
resulting elements of the experimental Mueller matrix may reflect several effects lumped
together, and their interpretation is not straightforward. A methodology to extract the
individual polarization characteristics is thus needed.
One of the most common methods is polar decomposition.[20] However, this matrix
factorization has been shown to be inaccurate when the experimental matrices do not have
commuting optical properties,[13] since, in this case, the polarization properties of the original
Mueller matrix cannot be found in the factors of the decomposition. In contrast, the
pseudopolar decomposition[13] preserves all the polarization properties of the system, and,
therefore, it can be confidently used to extract the diattenuation and retardation properties of
the sample with important noncommutative optical properties.
The general 4×4 Mueller matrix contains 16 independent parameters, whereas the 2×2
Jones complex matrix contains only eight. These parameters can be obtained from the eight
physical measurements which one can make in an optical system with a given light path.[21]
The definitions for these eight effects are presented in Table 1. If the optical system
represented by the Mueller matrix does not depolarize, only seven out of the 16 elements of
the Mueller matrix are independent, because nine nonlinear identities exist among the 16
matrix elements.[22] The number of independent parameters in a Mueller–Jones matrix is
seven instead of the eight of a Jones matrix, because Mueller matrices cannot represent
absolute phase (η). In the case of normalized Jones or Mueller–Jones matrices, the number of
independent parameters is six (CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’, and LB’). For convenience we will
express the elements of the Jones matrix in polar form:

 j00
J
j
 10

j01 

r00
  e i00 
 r e i (10 00 )
j11 
 10

r01e i (01 00 ) 

i (11  00 ) 
r11e


(2),

The Jones matrix elements, as given in Eq. (2), corresponding to a given Mueller–Jones
matrix can be calculated using the following equations:[12]
r00 =

(m 00+m 01+m10+m11 )
2

(3),

r01 =

(m00  m01+m10  m11 )
2

(4),
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r10 =

(m00  m01  m10  m11 )
2

(5),

r11 =

(m 00  m 01  m10  m11 )
2

(6),

ei (01 00 ) 
ei (10 00 ) 
e i (11  00 ) 

m02  m12  i (m03  m13 )

(7),

(m00  m10 ) 2  (m01  m11 ) 2
m20  m21  i (m30  m31 )

(8),

(m00  m01 ) 2  (m10  m11 ) 2
m 22  m33  i ( m32  m 23 )

(9),

( m 00  m11 ) 2  ( m10  m 01 ) 2

There are no physical restrictions on the values of the Jones matrix elements. The effects of
Table 1 are incorporated into the general Jones matrix as[13,21]
T iL
T

 cos  sin
2 T
2
J  e i  / 2 
(C
L'
)
T
i

 
sin
T
2


(C - iL' )
T 
sin

T
2 
T iL
T
cos  sin 
2 T
2

(10),

where T  L2  L'2  C 2 ,   2(  ik ) , L  LB  iLD , L'  LB'iLD' and C  CB  iCD .
For any Mueller–Jones matrix, Eqs. (3)–(9) can be used to calculate r00, r01, r10, r11, ei (0100 ) ,

ei (10 00 ) and ei (1100 ) . These factors can be identified with the parameterized general Jones
matrix in Eq. (10):
T iL
T

 cos  sin
2 T
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  (C  iL' ) sin T
T
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r00
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 r ei (10 00 )
 10

(C - iL' )
T 
sin

T
2 
T iL
T
cos  sin 
2 T
2

r01ei (0100 ) 

i (11 00 ) 
r11e


(11),

where K is a complex constant that can be determined combining the matrix elements of Eq.
(11) and using the identity cos2 T/2 + sin2 T/2 = 1:

K

1

(12),

r00 r11ei (11 00 )  r01r10ei (01 00 ) ei (10 00 )

Once K is known, the determination of LB, LB’, CB, LD, LD’, and CD from Eq. (11)
becomes straightforward:
LB  [i( r00  r11e i (11 00 ) )]

(13),

LB'  [i( r01e i (01 00 )  r10 e i (10 00 ) )]

(14),
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CB  [( r01e i (01 00 )  r10 e i (10 00 ) )]

(15),

LD  [i( r00  r11e i (11 00 ) )]

(16),

LD'  [i( r01e i (01 00 )  r10 e i (10 00 ) )]

(17),

CD  [( r01e i (01 00 )  r10 e i (10 00 ) )]

(18),

where   TK /[2 sin(T / 2)] , T  2 cos 1[ K (r00  r11e i (11 00 ) ) / 2] , and the symbols  and
 respectively denote the real and imaginary parts.[19,23] Arteaga et al. reported that this

inversion of Mueller-Jones matrices was better method than the polar decomposition in
determining LB, LB’, CB, LD, LD’, and CD from Mueller matrix.[19,23]

Experimental
Materials.

Λ- and Δ-tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III) complex was synthesized by the reported
method.[24,25] The optical purity of tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III) complex was determined by
the molar absorptivity, ε469.5 = 84 mol-1 cm-1 and Δε492.5 = 1.89 mol-1 cm-1.[26] The optical
purity of Δ-tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III) complex was not high, but it was not problem. This
sample was only used for comparing the CD spectra measured by commercial CD
spectrometer and Stokes polarlimeter.
Cu(II)- meso-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl) porphine (CuTPPS) was purchased from
Frontier Scientific, Inc. (USA). 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-21H,23H-porphine (TPyP) was
purchased from Aldrich (USA). 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), S-(+)-nonanol,
sodium perchlorate and perchloric acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Toluene
and chloroform were purchased from Scharlab (Spain). Sulfuric acid was purchased from
Merck (USA).

D-Phenylalanine

L-Phenylalanine (L-Phe)

(D-Phe) was purchased from Wako (Osaka, Japan).

was purchased from Nacalai Tesque Inc. (Kyoto, Japan) and used as

received. Toluene was a poor solvent for TPyP. Therefore, toluene containing 4 % chloroform
was used as the organic phase solvent. Chloroform was also used to prepare the stock solution
of TPyP.
Mueller Matrix Measured by Poxi-spectra.

At first, we tried to use a commercial Stokes polarimeter (Poxi-spectra, Tokyo
Instruments Inc., Japan, Figure 1). The Stokes polarimeter has a quarter waveplate and an
analyzer, and the quarter waveplate and the analyzer are rotated several times to determine the
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Stokes pparameters. Blank Stok
kes vectors,, I0, and Sto
okes vectorss transmitteed a samplee, I, were
measureed by irradiiated linear polarized llight of thee several an
ngles. The rrelation amo
ong I0, I
and the sample Muueller matrix
x, M, was w
written as
I = M I0

(19).

Equatioons (1) and (19) were resolved
r
sim
multaneoussly by Solveer of Microosoft Excel,, and we
got CD,, CB, LD, LD’,
L
LB and
d LB’ spectrra.

Figurre 1. Scchematic illustration
n
(Poxi--spectra).

of

the

commerrcial

Stokkes

polarrimeter

Muellerr Matrix Measured
M
by
y Two-Mod
dulator Geeneralized Ellipsomete
E
er.
T
The instrum
ments of Du
ual-PEM Stookes polarim
meter and th
he analysis w
were essenttially the
same w
with the onne reported previouslyy.[27] The in
nstrument used
u
to meeasure the Mueller
matricess is a two-m
modulator generalized eellipsometer (2-MGE).[28,29] This iinstrument uses
u two
polarizeer-photoelasstic modulaator (PEM) pairs,[28] on
ne as a polaarization staate generato
or (PSG)
and the other as poolarization state
s
analyzzer (PSA). On
O a single configuratition, this insstrument
measurees 8 indepeendent paraameters thatt correspond to 8 diffe
ferent elemeents of the Mueller
matrix. Complete normalized
d Mueller m
matrices aree measurable by channging the azzimuthal
orientattions of the PSG and PS
SA.
F
Figure 2 displays
d
thee basic optiical elemen
nts that com
mpose the 2-MGE. To detect
molecullar optical activity, the instrumennt needs hiigh sensitivity, since ty
typical CB and CD
values iin moleculaar optical acctive samplees are aroun
nd 0.01 rad
d or lower. T
This is achiieved by
using a software-bbased Fouriierlike syncchronous deetection sysstem, in whhich the osscillation
frequenncies of thee PEMs as well as soome of their multiples or combinnations are used as
referencce signals. The
T calibrattion of the iinstrument is well docu
umented[29]] and the calibration
parametters of the photoelastic modulatoors are determined easier than in instrumentts with a
single P
PEM.
T
The 2-MGE
E can be opeerated in eitther reflectiion or transm
mission moode. In the reeflection
mode, tthe 2-MGE can be useed, for exam
mple, to chaaracterize th
hin films,[299] as it is on
ne of the
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typical applicationns of ellipso
ometry; whhile in the transmissio
on mode[30] (the confiiguration
displayeed in Figuree 2), it acts as Mueller polarimeteer and, amon
ng other appplications, it
i can be
used to study optical active meedia.
T
The formattion of inteerfacial agggregates att the liquid
d-liquid inteerface was directly
observeed using the centrifugal liquid mem
mbrane (CLM) methods, describedd detail in Chapter
C
2
of this tthesis, in whhich the CL
LM cell wass installed in
n the 2-MGE. Figure 3 shows thee axes of
CLM m
measuremennts; x axis was
w horizonntal directio
on, y axis was
w the perppendicular direction
d
and z axxis was the direction of light proppagation. 45 º and 135 º directions were the diirections
where 445 º and 1355 ºturned clo
ockwise, loooked from a light sourcce, from thee x-axis.

Figurre 2. Schem
me of the optical
o
setu
up used in the transm
mission 2-M
MGE.[27]

Figurre 3. Axes of CLM measureme
ents. x axis
s was horiz
zontal direcction, y axis was
the pe
erpendicular direction and z axxis was the direction
n of light ppropagation
n. 45 º
and 1
135 º direcctions were
e the direcctions whe
ere 45 º and 135 ºtuurned clockwise,
looked
d from ligh
htsource, frrom the x-a
axis.
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Results and Discussion
Mueller Matrix Measured by Poxi-spectra.

Figure 3 shows the CD and CB spectra of Λ- and Δ-tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III)
complex aqueous solution measured by Poxi-spectra, which was expected to have no LD
and no LB because of the isotropic sample. The pattern of the CD spectra corresponded to that
measured by commercial CD spectrometer. The wavelength dependence of the CB spectra
was in the Kramers–Kronig consistency with the measured CD spectra. Thus, Poxi-spectra
was found to be able to measure the optical activity of isotropic chiral sample.
But, there were some problems. First, CD spectra measured by Poxi-spectra was
noisier than that measured by the commercial CD spectrometer. It is difficult to measure the
interfacial chiral aggregates whose CD intensity is very weak (sometimes less than 10 mdeg).
Second, when we did not assume that sample was no LD and no LB, we could get the same
CD spectra but not CB spectra. We did not use the analytic inversion of the Mueller-Jones
matrices. The analysis method was not good. Third, the measurement by Poxi-spectra took
long time, ca. 1 hour. CD signal of interfacial chiral aggregates was usually time dependent.
Poxi-spectra were difficult to measure the interfacial chiral aggregates. Then, we turned to the
2-MGE and the analytic inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrices.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) CD and CB spectra of Λ- and ∆-tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III)
complex aqueous solution in 10 mm cell measured by Poxi-spectra. (b) CD pectra
of Λ- and ∆-tris(ethylendiamine)cobalt(III) complex measured by commercial CD
spectrometer (J-820E, JASCO, Japan). [Co(en)3]I3 = 4.0 × 10-3 M. e.e.Λ = 91 %,
e.e.∆ = 54 %.
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Mueller Matrix Measured by Two-Modulator Generalized Ellipsometer.

At first, we checked the linear birefringence of the CLM cell by 2-MGE, because
commercial CD spectrometer cannot measure linear birefringence. Figure 5 shows the
experimentally normalized Mueller matrices of CLM cell. CLM cell had only linear
birefringence, m23 and m32 corresponding to LB, and m13 and m31 corresponding to LB’ ,
which were larger than other parameters of Mueller matrix. These parameters of Mueller
matrix were converted to CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’ and LB’ by Equations (3)-(9) and Equations
(13)-(18). The units of CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’ and LB’ were converted from radian to
milli-degree, because commercial CD spectrometer usually use milli-degree. The converted
data was shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, intensity of the LB in the stagnant CLM cell was
much larger than that of LB’, and LB sign was negative. So, we can deduce that the fast axis
in the CLM cell directed to the rotation axis of the CLM cell and the slow axis directed along
the curved wall of the CLM cell. In Figure 6, the intensity of LB in the stagnant CLM cell
was smaller than that in the rotation CLM cell. It is guessed that because heterogeneous value
of the linear birefringence in the CLM cell were averaged in the high speed rotation CLM cell,
and that the measured value of linear birefringence in the high speed rotation CLM cell
become smaller than that in the stagnant CLM cell. This phenomenon is advantageous to
polarimetry. The linear birefringence of CLM cell was not so serious, and then the CLM cell
was no problem to be used for the optical activity measurements.
First liquid-liquid interfacial aggregates sample was TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates
in the toluene-water system. The detail of the aggregates was described in Chapter 3 of this
thesis. TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates in the toluene-water system could recognize the
chirality of amino acids. The TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregares recognizing the chirality of the
phenylalanine showed CD signals at ca. 400 nm, 410 nm and 450 nm. The hetero-aggregates
also had LD signals, but the LD signal intensity was weak. So, the chiral signal of the
hetero-aggregates could be measured by commercial CD spectrometer.
Figure 7 shows the Mueller matrix elements of TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates
measured by 2-MGE. These parameters were converted to CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’ and LB’ by
the procedure same as the CLM cell. The results were shown in Figure 8. At first, Mueller
matrix of TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregate including D-Phe in Figure 7 was paid to attention.
m03 and m30 including CD signal showed almost same signal. If m03 and m30 show the opposite
sign, these signals are artifacts and not chiral signals. So, TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregate
including D-Phe showed chiral signal. TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregate including L-Phe also
had chiral signal by same reason. In Figure 8, the CD spectrum of TPyP-CuTPPS
hetero-aggregates including

D-Phe

showed the opposite sign against that including L-Phe.
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These spectra were almost same shape with those of Figure 2 in Chapter 3. CB spectra in
Figure 8 were in the Kramers–Kronig consistency with the CD spectra. So, the chirality of
liquid-liquid interfacial TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates could be measured by 2-MGE. But
CD spectra measured by 2-MGE was noisier than that measured by the commercial CD
spectrometer. In addition, the CD intensity was not completely same with the result in
Chapter 3, because the sensitivity of a chemical balance used for this experiment was two
order lower than that used in Chapter 3, the accuracy of the all solution concentrations were
low, and the measurement concentration was not completely the same with that in Chapter 3.
Figure 4 (a) in Chapter 3 shows that a slight change of the TPyP concentration gives big
influence to CD intensity of TPyP-CuTPPS hetero-aggregates.
The second liquid-liquid interfacial aggregates sample was TPP aggregates in the
dodecane-water system. The detail of the aggregate formation was described in Reference
[31] and will be published elsewhere. Figure 9 shows CD spectra of TPP aggregates measured
by commercial CD spectrometer. The TPP aggregates had large LD. It is thought that the CD
spectra of TPP aggregates showed chiral signal, but were affected by the artifacts.
Figure 10 shows the Mueller matrix elements of TPP aggregates including
S-(+)-2-nonanol measured by 2-MGE. Figure 11 depicts CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’ and LB’
obtained as a result of the Mueller-Jones matrices inversion of the experimental matrices
shown in Figure 10. TPP aggregates had very large LD and LB signal. Intensity of the LD
was much larger than that of LD’, and LD sign was negative. So, we can deduce that the axis
of TPP aggregates in the CLM cell directed along the curved wall of the CLM cell. CD
spectrum in Figure 11 was same sign with that of TPP aggregates including S-(+)-2-nonanol
in Figure 9. But CD spectrum shape in Figure 11 was not completely same with that in Figure
9. We think CD spectrum in Figure 11 was true CD spectral shape, because the CD spectrum
was obtained after removing the linear contribution. Here, we don’t show the detail data in
this thesis, but it would be concluded that it is difficult to measure a chiral signal in a sample
having large linear contribution. But, it is true that TPP aggregates became chiral at the
liquid-liquid interface, because TPP aggregates showed large chiral signal in Figure 11.
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Figure 5. Detail of the experimental normalized Mueller matrices of CLM cell.

Figure 6. Circular and linear birefringences and dichroisms of an empty CLM cell
obtained from the inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrices.
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Figure 7. Detail of the experimental normalized Mueller matrices of TPyP-CuTPPS
hetero-aggregates in the toluene-water system. [TPyP]org = 8 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS]aq
= 1.6 × 10-4 M, [Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq + [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3,
toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.

Figure 8. Circular and linear birefringences and dichroisms of TPyP-CuTPPS
hetero-aggregates obtained from the inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrices. D[TPyP]org = 8 × 10-6 M, [CuTPPS]aq = 1.6 × 10-4 M, [Phe]aq = 9.6 × 10-3 M, [HClO4]aq
+ [NaClO4]aq = 0.1 M, pH 2.3, toluene:chloroform = 96:4, v/v, t = 30 min.
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Figure 9. CD spectra of TPP aggregates recognizing the chirality of nonanol.
These spectra were measured by commercial CD spectrameter. [TPP]org = 5.7 ×
10-5 M, [2-nonanol]org = 1.0 × 10-2 M, [H2SO4]aq = 4 M, t = 1 min.
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Figure 10. Detail of the experimental normalized Mueller matrices of TPP
aggregates including S-(+)-2-nonanol in the dodecane-water system. [TPP]org = 6 ×
10-5 M, [S-(+)-2-nonanol]org = 5 × 10-3 M, [H2SO4]aq = 4 M, t = 30 min.

Figure 11. Circular and linear birefringences and dichroisms of TPP aggregates
including S-(+)-2-nonanol obtained from the inversion of the Mueller-Jones
matrices. [TPP]org = 6 × 10-5 M, [S-(+)-2-nonanol]org = 1 × 10-2 M, [H2SO4]aq = 4 M, t
= 30 min.
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Conclusions
We measured the Mueller matrices of the liquid-liquid interfacial aggregates. And the
linear and circular dichroisms and the linear and circular birefringences of the liquid-liquid
interfacial aggregates were calculated by the inversion of the Mueller-Jones matrices. We
could measure the true interfacial chiral signal except for the artifacts. It was found that a
commercial CD spectrometer has a good sensitivity in the CD measurement but sometimes
overlapped by an artifact. On the other hand, Mueller matrix ellipsometer has still less
sensitivity, but it can measure the true chiral signal at the liquid-liquid interface. This is the
first work of the liquid-liquid interfacial optical activity mesurements by the Mueller matrix
method.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks and Outlooks

In this thesis, the validity of chiroptical measurements at the liquid-liquid interface
were investigated. Chapter 2 demonstrated that porphyrin aggregates at the liquid-liquid
interface showed the false chiroptical signal come from optical anisotropy. The results shows
the artifacts from the optical anisotropy cannot be negligible at the liquid-liquid interfacial
chiroptical measurements. Chapter 3 showed that we pay attention to the optical anisotropy,
the optical activity at the liquid-liquid interface can be measured by commercial CD
spectrometer. In Chapter 4, it was shown that the optical activity at the liquid-liquid interface
can be calculated by the Mueller matrix measured by the two-modulator generalized
ellipsometer. The Mueller matrix description contains all the information about the
polarization properties of a medium, we can get both optical activity and optical anisotropy.
True chiroptical measurement method at the liquid-liquid interface was established in
this thesis. But, it is still question why achiral molecules become chiral aggregates. I am
planning to continue to experiment the chiral aggregates. To understand the basis of this
unique form of molecular aggregates and to find ways to synthesize and analyse these
nanostructures and functions, the great number of systematic fundamental researches will be
required. A synergistic approach, in which chemical, physical and biological approaches are
fused together, will offer the best chance of success for developing molecular architecture in
the near future.
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